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A Taste of Independence
2019 sees an exciting and delicious new offering from Wellington’s Bolton Hotel with a
complete overhaul of their minibar.
Local brands from the Wellington region feature heavily in the hotel’s new, more
luxurious, offering, with Ata Rangi wine from the Martinborough Terrace, all-natural soft
drinks from Six Barrel Soda based in Wellington’s Luke’s Lane and sweet treats from the
boutique Kapati Candy Co and Porirua’s confectionary powerhouse Whittaker’s.
Miniature plastic bottles of spirits, synonymous with typical hotel minibars are out. In
their place are beautifully handcrafted cocktails from J.M.R Cocktail & Co, mixed, bottled
and labelled by hand by the hospitality powerhouse that is Amy Alexander and
Wellington local Jonny McKenzie.
“We find that guests are increasingly rejecting the ‘chain mentality’ and searching for
authentic experiences. With the introduction of some of the Wellington region’s most
lauded brands, our minibar now fully reflects our independent spirit, boutique approach
to hospitality and provides a distinctly Wellington experience.”
-

Hannah Chinnery, Hotel Manager, Bolton Hotel

As Wellington’s premier independent, Bolton Hotel has always championed like-minded
brands and local businesses, already sourcing staff uniforms from Wellington designer
Wilson Trollope and Lambton Quay tailor Harfords Menswear, the hotel’s new minibar
offering is no different.

About Bolton Hotel:
Bolton Hotel is Wellington’s finest independent hotel, just steps from the Parliament
buildings and CBD and within walking distance of the vibrant waterfront. With a choice
of 139 stylish and comfortable rooms and eight different room types, from elegant
studios to one and two bedroom suites, there’s something to suit everyone.
For more information, please contact:
Paul Johnson, Sales and Marketing Coordinator
Email: paul.johnson@boltonhotel.co.nz
Phone: +64 4 462 3765
Mobile: +64 27 2321 104

JMR & Co. cocktails add a touch of glamour to the new minibar offering.

